KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL
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MINUTES OF THE WORKS AND SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 24 FEBRUARY 2021, 9.39AM, AT TOTARA ROOM, COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, 96 WEST END, KAIKOURA
PRESENT:

Councillor D Millton (Chair), Mayor C Mackle, Deputy Mayor J Howden,
Councillor L Bond, Councillor V Gulleford, Councillor T Blunt, Councillor
N Pablecheque, Councillor R Roche

IN ATTENDANCE:

W Doughty (Chief Executive), M Dickson (Senior Manager Corporate
Services), D Clibbery (Senior Manager Operations), S Murphy (Works
and Services Manager), B Makin (Executive Officer)

1. APOLOGIES Nil
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Cr N Pablecheque declared an interest in relation to the Koura Bay Wastewater Scheme.
3.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
RESOLUTION
THAT the Committee:
Confirms as a true and correct record, the circulated minutes of a meeting held on 25 November
2020.
Moved:
Deputy Mayor J Howden
Seconded: Cr R Roche
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

4. MATTERS ARISING AND ACTIONS
The Matters Arising and Action list was reviewed by the Committee and accepted.
•

Report on Civic Centre plan to be provided to Council: The report will be presented to the Mayor
and Councillors in the next long-term plan workshop as part of the facilities maintenance
schedule.

5. MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE TO BE RAISED AS URGENT BUSINESS Nil
6. WORKS AND SERVICES MONTHLY BUSINESS AS USUAL (BAU) REPORT
The Works and Services Monthly BAU report was presented by S Murphy and D Clibbery.
Repair work on Schoolhouse Road is underway as part of the haul road repair programme. S Murphy
has been involved from initial discussions with the complainant who was not impressed with the
work.
Downers have replaced their in-house safety accreditation system, which is substantially cheaper for
local contactors to join.
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Cr R Roche commented from page 7 of the report that he would like to see more local contractors
engaged by Council. It was noted that 23 local people are employed by Downers. A discussion was
held on the classification of a ‘local’ in terms of contracting. It was agreed for Council to discuss
further outside of the meeting and decide on the classification.
Cr D Millton advised that the roadside and corners along Waipapa Road were dangerous. S Murphy
has been working with Downers to bring the vegetation control up to a required standard.
Council staff are waiting for the East Coast Water scheme users to initially meet (in a closed
meeting) and confirm a date to discuss improvement works under the Three Waters reform with
Council staff (in an open meeting).
A specific update on the planned work to address the odour issues at Ocean Ridge was requested. Cr
N Pablecheque advised that he could provide D Clibbery with details of the beach road odour at the
end of the month.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Cr D Millton
Seconded: Cr R Roche
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
7. REQUEST FOR COUNCIL MANAGEMENT – KOURA BAY WASTEWATER SCHEME
It was noted that should Council decide to assume ownership of the water scheme, there would be
minimal maintenance to the effluent disposal system (oasis system) and stormwater and drinking
water would remain separate. Council staff are to ensure that the scheme users are fully aware the
asset will be depreciated, and that overhead and maintenance costs would be levied through their
rates.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council does not in principle oppose KDC assuming ownership and responsibility for
management of the wastewater system serving the Koura Bay subdivision, and is open to a final
proposal being consulted upon as part of the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.
Moved:
Cr R Roche
Seconded: Cr V Gulleford
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
8. PROPOSED DIRECT KDC MANAGEMENT OF THE FERNLEIGH WATER SCHEME
The management of the Fernleigh Water Scheme is with the Fernleigh Water Scheme Committee
and the ownership belongs to Council. The report recommends that Council undertakes public
consultation and assume the direct management of the scheme. An upgrade to the treatment
system is required and associated costs will need to be recovered.
D Clibbery confirmed that Council received funding from the COVID-19 stimulus package for
filtration and monitoring works.
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RESOLUTION
THAT the Works and Services Committee:
(a) Acknowledges the prior contributions made by Bryan Seddon and other members of the
Fernleigh water scheme committee in their management of the scheme over many years.
(b) Recognises and appreciates the role played by Downers NZ in their long-term operation of the
scheme, and the cooperative manner in which they are working with KDC to put in place
arrangements for a smooth transition to new management arrangements.
(c) Resolves to undertake public consultation through the Special Consultative Procedure of the
Local Government Act in respect of a proposal that as from 1 July 2021 the Fernleigh Water
Scheme Committee be disestablished and KDC directly manages the scheme, employing an
appropriately qualified specialist contractor to conduct operation and maintenance activities and
using Council’s powers to recover the cost of these services and associated overheads from
scheme customers.
(d) Approves the attaches Statement of Proposal and proposed advertisement.
Moved:
Deputy Mayor J Howden
Seconded: Cr L Bond
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
9. ADOPTION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT AND MINIMISATION PLAN (WMMP)
D Clibbery explained that Council are required to ask the Canterbury Medical Officer of Health
(MOoH) to provide feedback on the waste assessment, as this flows into the WMMP.
Feedback from the MOoh had been received on and circulated to the Mayor and Councillors on 23
February 2021.Some of the comments from the MOoh were in line with what Council had agreed,
such as improving the organics service. The feedback indicates that the MOoh were supportive of
the proposed curbside refuse service.
The cost for the service is dependent on how many ratepayers take up the service and what prices
come out of the tender process. Concerned was raised that the service could be unaffordable if the
tender was too high, however the WMMP did allow for a degree of flexibility and does not represent
a commitment.
Cr N Pablecheque noted that he could not support the recommendations being proposed without
seeing costs beforehand.
A discussion was held regarding section 7.2 of the WMMP and the reference to 50%, raised by the
public forum speaker. A resolution was passed to remove this reference.
Deputy Mayor J Howden left the meeting at 10.47am
RESOLUTION – REVOKED
That Council:
1. Adopts the Kaikoura Waste Assessment 2020 as provided to Council on 25 November 2020
Moved:
Cr L Bond
Seconded: Cr V Gulleford
Against:

Cr N Pablecheque, Cr R Roche
CARRIED – Motion Revoked
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Deputy Mayor J Howden was not present for the motion when it was passed and re-entered the
meeting at 10.49am. The motion was therefore revoked.
RESOLUTION
That Council:
1. Adopts the Kaikoura Waste Assessment 2020 as provided to Council on 25 November 2020
Moved:
Cr L Bond
Seconded: Cr V Gulleford
Against:

Cr N Pablecheque, Cr R Roche
CARRIED

RESOLUTION
Amendment proposed to recommendation 2 that under 7.2 of the WMMP, that the words
“suggested to be at least 50%”, be removed.
Moved:
Cr T Blunt
Seconded: Deputy Mayor J Howden
Against:

Cr N Pablecheque, Cr R Roche
CARRIED

2. Adopts the Kaikoura Waste Management and Minimisation Plan – 24 February 2021, a copy of
which has been provided to Council.
Moved:
Cr T Blunt
Seconded: Cr L Bond
Against:
Cr N Pablecheque, Cr R Roche
CARRIED

3. Resolves that closure of the Kaikoura Landfill, including capping, is to be completed by 30 June
2024.

Moved:
Cr D Millton
Seconded: Cr N Pablecheque
Against:

Cr R Roche
UNANIMOUSLY

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 10.58am

CONFIRMED

_____________________ Chairperson
_____________________ Date
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Actions items as at 25 March 2021

1
2

ACTION ITEM
Report on Civic Centre plan to
be provided to Council
Comms to go out on the process
of CSR’s

ASSIGNED TO
M Mitchell

DUE
In progress

M Dickson /
K Finnerty

28 April 21

STATUS
To be presented as part
of the LTP workshops.
To go in next newsletter

Completed items
ACTION ITEM
Ocean Ridge odour control.
Specific update on what work is
going to be done
Classification of a local
contractor to be included in
report

ASSIGNED TO
S Murphy

DUE
31 Mar 21

STATUS
Included in March
Council report

S Murphy

31 Mar 21

Included in March
Council report
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Report to:
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Input sought from:

Authorised by:
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1. 31 March 2021
2. Works and Services BAU Report
Sam Murphy –Works and Services Manager
Dave Clibbery - Senior Manager Operations
Mark Millar - Roading Engineer
Bruce Apperley - Three Waters Engineer
Mike Russell – Community Facilities and Regulatory TL
Will Doughty - CEO

1. PURPOSE AND ORIGIN
The purpose of this report is to provide the Committee with an overview and status update on
business as usual (BAU) activities.
Works and services includes:
• Maintenance and operation of the local roading and footpath network and associated
infrastructure (bridges, signs, street lights, road marking, barriers etc)
• Maintenance and operation of 3 waters networks and schemes
• Operation of waste collection, recycling and other minimisation and residual waste disposal
• Maintenance of reserves, parks and toilets
• Maintenance of community facilities
• Maintenance of airport and harbour infrastructure.
2.

ROADING
Road Maintenance Contract
February has been an extremely busy month including a major focus on vegetation control works
which include spraying and removal of vegetation for sight lines at intersections. There have also been
several smaller stabilisation repairs completed. Expenditure for February was $362,829 This includes
the Low Cost / Low Risk safety projects and NCTIR haul road repairs.
Waka Kotahi (NZTA) Access Works
The Waka Kotahi (NZTA) funded Kaikoura access works have continued slowly since Christmas,
however a new section of concrete footpath along the west side of Churchill Park along with several
new pedestrian directional signs have been installed. Detailed design work by Waka Kotahi (NZTA) is
being completed for the retaining wall opposite Ludstone Road, at the north end of the footpath which
connects Adelphi Terrace to West End. Once completed, the SH1 pedestrian crossing point will be
upgraded and associated footpath paving, handrails and a digital sign under the rail overbridge will be
installed.
NCTIR Haul Road Repairs
Repairs to Schoolhouse Road and Mill Road as part of the NCTIR haul road repairs have progressed
well after some initial resourcing issues at the start of these works. Schoolhouse Road has been chip
sealed and work has now begun on Mill Road. Once both roads are chip sealed, road marking and
signage upgrades will be completed with edge treatment also being undertaken at the same time.
Low Cost Low Risk Safety Projects
Low Cost/Low Risk (LC/LR) projects have also commenced with the installation of kerb and channel
and new footpaths outside St Joseph’s School opposite the High School on Rorrisons Road. The
funding available for this safety work from Waka Kotahi (NZTA) also allowed for repairs to the existing
Ludstone Road footpath and school crossing point which were a safety hazard. The parking space and
carriageway have been chip sealed and the project here completed apart from some minor tidy up
works.
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Works and services for December and January Roading include
• Street sweeping around township – Manual and vacuum sweeper truck
• Routine maintenance carried out – potholes, edge breaks, signage replacements,
detritus pickup, rubbish pickup
• Routine vegetation control with a focused response to bring this up to a required standard
• Several smaller stabilisation repairs in various locations including Bay Paddock Road
• Unsealed road grading – As wet weather allowed, additional grading was completed on high use
unsealed roads e.g. Puhi Puhi Road.
• Various minor repair works throughout the network as raised via CSR’s.

Repairs being undertaken
at Schoolhouse Road

Safety Improvements and footpath work on
Rorrisons Rd, outside St Josephs school

Works and services for the coming month
• Finalise remaining 3 month forward works programme for the 20/21 year with Downer to suit
remaining budget
• Continue routine cleaning of sumps and street sweeping as per supplied programme.
• Vegetation Control – Mowing and Spraying
• Unsealed Road maintenance – grading as required when weather conditions allowed.
• Road marking and redundant road marking removal
• Complete haul road repairs as weather permits on Schoolhouse Road and Mill Road
• Continuing of LC/LR (low cost/low risk) projects including i-Site footpath and Beach Road
combined pedestrian / cycle path
• Footpath renewals and repairs and implementation of these works over next three months
• Programme and completion of various small maintenance jobs and other minor projects.
Market Share for December and January was 56% Downer NZ Ltd and 44% Others
Works that were available during February have resulted in Downer NZ Ltd market share being 56%
for the month of February, leaving 44% for other contractors.
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Total February Claim by % Contractor
Engagement
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Classification of Local Contractors
As per the action item requesting the definition of a local contractor, the following clause is from the
maintenance specification of the Kaikōura District Council Road Network Outcomes Contract.
Clause 3.5.5:
The Contractor shall allocate and manage the work to be undertaken by Sub Contractors. The Total
quantum of work allocated to Subcontractors normally operating from a company base within the
Kaikoura District boundary shall be between 30% and 60% by value of the total work undertaken in
each Contract year.
Because there is no mention of this ‘company base’ being the primary or only base of a company, it
can only be reasonably be interpreted as being any yard or other premises from which the local branch
of that contractor operates.
The graph below shows the sub-contractors which have been used in the 2020/21 financial year to
date in comparison to Downer NZ Ltd works
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Total Expenditure 2020/21 Financial Year by Contractor %
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Of the contractors detailed above, all contractors with the exception of Satherley Transport, Graham
Surveying and TC Nichols, operate from company bases within the Kaikoura District and therefore
meet Clause 3.5.5 of the NOC Contract. The shows that the total split of NOC Contract works is 62.1%
Downer NZ Ltd and 32.1% contractors operating from a base located within the Kaikoura District
boundary.
Downer NZ Ltd’s Kaikoura depot, as of end February 2021 currently employs 23 local residents in a
fulltime capacity for road maintenance and construction. Downer NZ Ltd also have another division
within their depot at 89 Kowhai Ford Road, which is Excell, currently employing a further 8 local
residents in full time employment.
Health & Safety
There were no health and safety issues reported during December/January.
Environmental
Council staff are continuing to deal with environmental issues such as stock effluent on roads as seen
in the photos below. Is was extremely disappointing to have the problem reoccur immediately
following the sealing of Schoolhouse Rd. Despite agreement with one of the farmers to keep stock off
the road for 48 hours following the application of the chip seal coat and the placement of a dry-lock
chip surface to protect this crossing point, stock were moved across the surface immediately and
excrement is already embedded into the newly sealed surface. Council staff are continuing to find
other areas which are being subject to similar issues such as Inland Route 70.
Under the existing Stock Control Bylaw, farmers moving stock across Kaikoura roads are required to
leave the road surface clean and free of excrement and mud. A failure to do so causes inconvenience
to roads users and damage to the road surface resulting in increased maintenance costs from seal
damage.
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Newly sealed Schoolhouse Rd already embedded with excrement
Inland Route 70
LED Lighting
The first batch of GL520 LED Luminaires have arrived at MainPower Rangiora depot ready for transport
to Kaikoura ready for installation. Council have managed to secure all GL520 luminaires fitted with
2200k CCT modules. The SastaLED luminaires are due to arrive within the next 8 weeks ready for
installation. The SastaLED luminaires are 3000k CCT, but will have some shielding attached to the
luminaires to reduce glare impact which affects Huttons Shearwater birds (T̳ītī). Council have been
working with Kaikoura Night Sky Working Group and Hutton Shearwater Charitable Trust
representatives to optimise the best locations in the streetlight network for the GL520 luminaires.
CSR’s
All CSR’s for roading received during December/January have been closed off or are being dealt with
on a case by case basis to gain resolution for ratepayers.
Broadband connections
These works are ongoing by Chorus subcontractor UCG who are presently completing the property
connections from the recently installed fibre network in Kaikoura. Council have established a very
good working relationship with these contractors.
Our Roading Engineer is continuing to follow up with the fibre installation contractors to complete a
final tidy up throughout the community so that sign off can be given.
Expenditure against Budget
Roading Opex, Capex and Total (Opex + Capex) trends for the financial year to end of January.
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Roading OPEX - Actual vs Budget
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Roading Combined Opex & Capex vs Budget
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3.

Budget

THREE WATERS
3 Waters Reform - Delivery Plan, Funding and Request for Information

Delivery Plan
The delivery plan is for a $1.88M programme of up to projects to be completed by March 2022.
The first progress report to Crown Infrastructure Projects (CIP), who act for the Department of Internal
Affairs, was provided in February 2021. That report, which confirmed the initial baseline cost and
funding information and provided updated time schedules for projects within the programme, was
accepted by CIP and DIA.
As previously advised, projects within the programme are being subjected to monthly rolling reviews
of scope, estimated cost and timing. CIP has been advised of the current status. A set of change
requests to bring the programme to current has been developed for their formal approval. An update
progress report to CIP is also underway.
Other key points are:
• East Coast scheme. 3 waters stimulus funding has been allowed for treatment improvements to
serve the Clarence village. It will become increasingly difficult to use that funding by the March
2022 funding deadline unless scope can be confirmed in the next one to two months.
• Fernleigh scheme. 3 waters stimulus funding has been allowed for treatment improvements. This
has been indicated in the special consultative procedure statement about scheme management
changes that is currently out for feedback.
• Suburban scheme upgrade. IWK is on schedule. Pipelaying and trench finishing are almost
complete. Booster pumps have been installed at Postmans Road. Additional work scope
(replacement of pipe on Pooles Road) was approved and carried out. The project is on budget.
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•

•
•

Mackles site upgrades. Site security has been upgraded with new, higher, fencing. IWK has been
instructed to proceed with works around the bore heads to minimise the chances of surface
runoff entry, seismic upgrades to site pipework and installation of ultraviolet light treatment.
They have carried out detailed design of the building and of specialised stainless pipework for the
UV. They have subcontracted a local firm for pipework manufacture and another local firm for
the building extension.
Kincaid scheme. IWK has been instructed to proceed with upgrade works to treated water storage
and has subcontracted a local earthmoving contractor.
Standby generators. Tenders have been called for a standby generator at the Mackles site and for
two mobile units to serve water and sewer pump stations. Indications are that prices will be
within budget.

Wastewater. Spare pumps have been ordered, two for the Beach Road on-property pressure sewer
systems and one for the main line pump stations. Replacement internal equipment for the treatment
plant inlet screen has been manufactured and is scheduled to be installed in April. A sludge
management plan has been drafted for the wastewater treatment site. The key activities relate to
current and future sludge management. ECan has indicated likely approval of these activities. That
approval will be formally confirmed, then tenders will be called for removal of sludge from the main
oxidation pond to an onsite dewatering and storage area. Odour control is reported below.
Request for Information
There have not yet been any further requests for information from DIA.
Water Supplies
3.2.1 Boil Water Notices Status
Boil water notices (BWN) remain in place in the Kaikōura Suburban, East Coast and Fernleigh schemes
until additional treatment barriers are put in place and approved by the regulatory authority. Once
the Suburban water reticulation upgrade has been completed, this supply zone will have the boil water
notice lifted following water quality tests being produced to the Drinking Water Assessor which
confirms the water quality is safe.
3.2.2 Water Quality
E.Coli were not detected in any treated water samples during the reporting period.
Changes to the NZ Drinking Water Standard have been signalled. Much of the work to meet these
changes has already been included in 3 Waters stimulus delivery planning and funding. At this stage,
pending any further requirements from the new water regulator (Taumata Arawai), available funding
is expected to be sufficient for the changes.
3.2.3 Water Quantity
Water demand for the urban scheme and Ocean Ridge reduced slightly over the month, from 5,000
cubic metres a day during hot weekend weather to 3,900 cubic metres a day in mid-March as the
cooler weather came in. A typical winter volume is 2,700.
3.2.4 Suburban Water Supply
Works to complete the water reticulation upgrade is nearing completion. Once the Suburban water
reticulation upgrade has been completed, this supply zone will have the boil water notice lifted
following water quality tests being produced to the Drinking Water Assessor which confirms the water
quality is safe.
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Physical works underway at Mackles Bore site

New Booster pumps installed at Postmans Road
as part of the Suburban water supply upgrade
4. WASTEWATER
Reticulation There were no recorded overflows. Operating levels were reset at the Lyell Creek pump
station following handover from the rebuild contractor. This reset has allowed the gravity sewer from
Beach Road to empty during pump cycles. It will be jet cleaned to remove fat build up coming from
upstream food businesses. Grease trap installations and maintenance will be targeted as one part of
the trade waste bylaw review.
Discharge quality. Treated wastewater discharge quality has been compliant.
Odour control. There have been several anecdotal reports of occasional odour events at main line
vents on Beach Road and at the Mill Road pump station site. The condition of the activated carbon in
the odour filter units at the Beach Road sites will be checked, as it may need replacing if the carbon
odour absorbing capacity has been reached. Operation of the Mill Road bark odour bed will also be
checked.
A one-way (inlet) valve has been purchased and will be installed on the terminal vent stack of a
building that has been subject to occasional severe odour releases from the Beach Road gravity sewer.
Occasional severe odour incidents at Fyffe House have been investigated from records kept by Fyffe
House staff. The public sewer in this locality receives infrequent pumped discharges from the long
pressure main from the seal colony and Jimmy Armers Beach toilet blocks. Vent stack one-way valves
are expected to be the solution for this specific site.
The call to the public to provide specific event information including time, date, location and weather
conditions will be repeated via KDC’s communications channels, to help with diagnosis and correction.
4.1 Ocean Ridge Odour Control
Water flow from the Caves restaurant site has been increased to help flush the pressure main leading
to Ocean Ridge. An Ocean Ridge resident’s reference site has reported that odour events have reduced
in frequency and severity. The resident has been asked to help by providing odour diary
records. Installation of an air release odour filter at the pressure main outlet has been ordered and
manhole lids in the area will be resealed. If these actions are still insufficient, one way air inlet valves
can be installed on private property terminal vents to prevent odour escaping.
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4.2
Stormwater Systems
There were no significant rain events.
5. PARKS AND RESERVES, BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
5.1
Parks and Reserves
The Memorial Gardens have had a much-needed tidy up, with some lawn areas being resown and
some of the overgrown plants removed. There is a plan in place to install irrigation throughout the
gardens, funded by different community groups, individuals, and businesses.
Work is underway to repair and tidy up the amphitheatre with quotes being requested.
5.2
Pensioner Cottages
All heat pumps in the units will be serviced over the next couple of months as well as 2 units requiring
ceiling insulation top ups.
One laundry tub is being replaced and spouting on unit 16 repaired.
5.3
Wharves and Jetties
Inspection of the jetty suggests step replacement will be required soon. Prices are being sought.
Repair and replacement of the seal at the top of the boat ramp will take place over the next couple of
months.
5.4
Wakatu Quay Buildings
The amount of Asbestos found that requires removal from the site of building 1 has triggered the
requirement for a resource consent. The consent application has been granted and discussions are
underway for removal of the rest of the contaminated material.
5.5
Airport
A new water pump and pump shed has been ordered to service all tenants.
Two new Helicopter pads have been built as part of the Pacific Helicopter lease.
Interest has been expressed for a private hanger to be built.
6. SOLID WASTE
Services are functioning normally, with the landfill area now presenting much better following tidying
by IWK.
Work has commenced on preparation of the tender document for the revised package of services.
7. RECOMMENDATION
That Council: Receives the report.
8. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The outcomes below are being supported.
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.

Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met
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